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Distribution Planner with a 20-year success record of procuring a wide array of raw 
materials in multiple JIT manufacturing environments. Developed, implemented and 
managed techniques to consistently ensure the timely delivery of raw materials to 
fulfill manufacturing plans and reduce or minimize raw material inventory to targeted
levels.

EXPERIENCE

Distribution Planner
ABC Corporation - JANUARY 1985 – MARCH 2020

 Coordinated customer and inventory shipments to 3 regional 
warehouses from several East Coast mills.

 Developed a consolidated shipment program which reduced costs by 
20%.

 Organized sourcing of orders to save transportation costs.
 Deployed product based on forecasting data.
 Acted as a company resource on product information, the MRP 

system, and issues relating to maximum operating efficiencies.
 Implemented programs designed to measure and improve service 

levels and reduce cost.
 Developed programs to reduce freight costs.

Distribution Planner 
Delta Corporation - 1984 – 1985

 Planned efficient direct store delivery.
 Managed replenishment program for three major retail customers 

(Wal-Mart, K-Mart, HEB) with combined inventory of $100 million.
 Doubled inventory turns while maintaining 98% service levels.
 Created customized forecasting procedure resulting in accurate 

placement of product at customer distribution centers.
 Schedule international shipments and prepare all documentation for 

custom clearance Schedule company orders to meet customer 
deadlines Inventory .

 Developed and executed inventory allocation strategies for two 
departments grossing $225M.

 Used current business trends and financial components to optimize 
sales and gross margin.

EDUCATION

 B.A. In History
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SKILLS

Excel, Negotiation, Data Analysis, Strong Relationship/Team Building , Strong Writing 
And Verbal Communication , Team Building/Participation .
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